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What is the #1 reason why people don’t agree to meet with you? You don’t give them enough
reason to meet with you. Do you think you might learn something from someone who smiled and
dialed his way to setting more than 2,000 B2B sales appointments? This author did and shares
what worked with you. Appointment setting is a process. It is not rocket science. A lot of sales
people are great appointment setters, but many more struggle. Those that struggle frequently
can close deals. It’s a shame to lose out on income, commissions, competitive advantage and
market share because you are lacking information on the process of b2b lead generation. This
book focuses on the sales script creation process for business-to-business sales. It includes
many sample scripts and script segments for credibility, benefits and what you deliver that you
can incorporate into your own sales scripts. A good phone script is going to communicate your
value and credibility. Every second counts when appointment setting using the phone. Every
word matters when you are cold calling and lead generation is your goal. There is a structure to a
sales script that earns you a “next step,” whether it be a face to face meeting, a phone
appointment, or attendance to a webinar or event. If you are going to be good at lead generation
you have seconds to communicate who you are, what you do, why you are credible, the benefits
people get from hiring you and what they will get from you if they agree to meet. That is a very
solid foundation for “selling” a meeting. In this book Scott Channell breaks down the sales script
creation process so that you appreciate the components parts of a good cold calling phone
script. If you truly want to get out of winging it mode you will have to do a bit of thinking and
brainstorming and this book gives the process with which you can craft sales scripts that have
impact with your targeted suspects. Notice the word “impact.” Scott relates the story as to when
he was calling. He would imagine that the phone was 3D and when his decision-maker picked
up the phone he could reach through and start clubbing them over the head over the head with a
2 x 4. The words he chose to communicate in his sales script had the impact of a 2 x 4 on his
decision-makers. That is how he set more than 2,000 sales appointments himself in diverse
industries. The words were softly spoken and not manipulative or forceful in anyway, but they
were chosen and spoken as they had IMPACT on decision-mkers. They communicated value
and a reason to meet. When you are beating your head against he wall cold calling with lousy
phone scripts remember this….. the #1 reason why people don’t agree to meet with you is
because you don’t give them a reason to meet. This book give the process for coming up with
the most powerful words you can use in crafting your cold calling phone scripts and gives you
the structure to communicate it all within 30 seconds of hearing “Hello.” Peppered with sample
scripts and language you can use in your own phone scripts your words will have more impact
on your targeted decision-makers. The book also discusses “phrases of shame.” Things
appointment setters say on the phone which self-sabotage their efforts. Sales scripts are only
part of an overall effective b2b sales lead generation process. If you have value and credibility to
communicate yet those you speak to don’t “get it,” pick up a copy of this book. You don’t set



2,000+ meetings while cold calling b2b appointment setting without learning some very valuable
lessons. Lead generation is the difference for many between fine dining and Ramen noodles. If
sales closing is not your problem and a winning system of lead generation is holding you back,
this book will give you insights into the sales script creation process that will enable your
qualified decision-makers to “get it” and agree to meet with you. You can start giving them
enough reason to meet with you right now. Get this book.
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say.Chapter 9. Your "Identify the Decision-Maker Script.• There must be no doubt as to this.• Is
your name necessary?• 3 bits of info you must get.• Do not impale yourself.Chapter 10. Your
"Set the Meeting" Script.• You are interrupting. Get over it.• 3 seconds to a key decision.• Let's
dissect a script.• Don't let them lump you in with the idiots.Chapter 11. Your "Voice Mail" Script.•
Fingers hovering over delete.• Your interruptive statement.• What you never say up front.Chapter
12. Scripts to Respond to Objections.• 6 concepts you must grasp.• Why people don't meet with
you.• When in doubt speak in a clear firm voice.Chapter 13. Objection Response Scripts.• "We
are all set" or variation.• "Send some information." Are you a wimp?• All the rest.Chapter 14.
Phrases of Shame.• Snatching defeat from jaws of victory.• The "follow-up" blunder.• Never say
these words.Chapter 15. Key Scripting Strategies and Concepts.• They want to buy is only one



reason to meet. Know the others and leverage them.• Do not try to convince them.• Think
"groups."Chapter 16. Sample Scripts and Component Parts.• "Identify the decision-maker"
samples.• Core "Set the appointment" samples.• Describing what you do.• Sample credibility
statements.• Sample benefit statements.• Phrasing what they get at the meeting.• Sample
voicemails.• Total script path samples.SummaryResourcesAbout the
AuthorAcknowledgmentsSpecial acknowledgement must be given to Kim Nyland, one of the
country’s top B2B appointment setters. Kim is an expert on appointment setting and sales
process. They say “you are who you hang around with.” Working with Kim on many projects over
the years has sharpened the concepts and samples presented here. I am very fortunate to be
the beneficiary of her advice and wisdom.Thank you to Morgan Chapman for not only his input
on this manuscript, but for being such a great example of what can be accomplished when these
principles are implemented. In one year Morgan coached his inside sales team from about 126
appointments set to 1,034 appointments set (75% at the C-Level) and 432 event
registrations using the script principles in this book. Morgan possesses not only great sales
knowledge, but the magic of being able to lead others to top performance. During the writing of
this book, he passed on some of that magic to me and for that I am very grateful.A big thank to
my editor, Gail Giammatto and Ellyn Olsen for cover design and book production.IntroductionIt’s
not unusual to spend hours laboring over the wording of a 30-second “set the appointment”
script. Hours.It can take that long to craft verbiage that makes buyers choke on the words “I’m all
set” and want to listen to you more. A little more on the phone. Much more at a face-to-face
meeting, a phone appointment, a webinar, an event.To have impact, the type of impact that
launches a sales process with a qualified buyer, you have to accept reality.Before I started
teaching others to set sales appointments I personally smiled and dialed my way to setting more
than 2,000 C-Level sales appointments in many diverse industries.Those appointments were set
not because I did what I wanted, or what I was comfortable with, or what I wished would
work.Those appointments were set because I did what worked. Period. Regardless of my
personal comfort .Qualified leads are the life blood of high earnings and top performing teams.
Many high earners and top performing teams use the phone effectively to get in front of high-
probability high-worth buyers. The process is frustrating and a mystery to most but this is not
rocket science.Many use the phone effectively to set appointments with prospects, current and
past clients, and referral sources. You can also.These are the steps to creating scripts with
impact. You have plenty of script samples and component examples to guide you.Smile when
you dial,Scott ChannellCHAPTER 1Communicating an “Exchange of Value.”Sales scripts.Sales
scripts that connect you to qualified buyers.Sales scripts that convey your credibility and
value.Sales scripts that result in targeted high-value, high-probability buyers saying, “Yes, I will
meet with you.” Or, “Let’s schedule that phone appointment,” “I’ll attend your webinar,” or “I’ll see
you at the event.”Magic words that when uttered transform into closed deals without all that
bother of selling.Scripts that you could just start using to instantly turbo-charge your sales
process.Wish such things existed.But they don’t.More New Business.Reactivate dormant



accounts.Sell more to current accounts.Close those referred.Get more referrals from those who
can send them.The script samples in this primer are illustrative of how you sell what is typically
the “first step” of a higher level sales process. A meeting. That meeting might be in-person, over
the phone, participation in a webinar or attendance at an event.The bigger picture is that you are
obtaining a commitment for an exchange of value. Their time, your information and expertise.
This is the official launch of a sales process calculated to close deals.Sell more meetings; you
have more opportunities to close deals. It’s that simple.Too few meetings… you’ll find the Ramen
in aisle 4.This script writing process and these script structures will help you achieve the
following:• Meet with more top-level decision makers who can write checks.• Sell more to
existing accounts.• Reactivate dormant or previous clients/accounts.• Meet with those that have
been referred to you.• Connect with those who could refer qualified buyers to you.The bottom
line is that in each of these circumstances you greatly increase the chance of closing a deal if
you can meet with someone now, rather than later.Those that think of prospecting as solely
about closing new business with strangers think too narrowly.The same skill set and mindset
that gets you in the door at the top level of targeted qualified prospects will enable you to sell
more to current clients, previous accounts, those that are referred to you and generate more
referrals.For more script tips, samples and updates visit________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________CHAPTER 2B2B vs B2C.Does it matter?Not really.Again, this primer will use a
B2B environment for illustration and script samples. But the same structures and concepts work
in many B2C environments.In fact, my very first “appointment setting” project, in the early 90’s,
was with a 30 seat telecenter that set appointments for a B2C home heating oil company
throughout New England. That center is where I cut my teeth in appointment setting. They ended
up setting more appointments in the slow time of year than they had previously in their busy time
of year.From there I went to an employee relocation company that needed to meet with CEO’s/
Presidents/ Executive level VP’s of companies with more than 1,000 employees. They could
close when they could get in the door. They just had to open more doors. Four expert
consultants before me had tried and failed to set appointments for this company.One
exceptional consultant had the bright idea of creating a Hawaiian room. They spread sand
around the phone room and employees took turns calling for appointments and competing for a
Hawaiian vacation. That didn’t work. Surprise.Working a process of trial and error and error and
error, I created a call process with scripts that ended up setting more than 500 qualified
appointments for that company.After that project I worked in many environments and went on to
personally set more than 2,000 C-level sales appointments in diverse industries. Sitting in the
cube, making the calls, not always smiling when I was dialing.My point? The principles of
success and script structures used to set appointments for a B2C home heating oil company
were the same principles and structures that yielded setting 500 appointments in a B2B high-
level, big company major-sales environment.The same script structures worked across many
diverse B2B call programs. Information technology, consulting, manufacturing, management



services, publishing, communications, educational equipment, cleaning services, financial
services, wealth management, logistics, insurance, software: The script structures that worked
were remarkably similar.Financial services, wealth management and insurance products blur the
lines between B2B and B2C. But in each environment it is the same script structures which get
you in the door.Strictly B2C environments? From home security systems to home repair,
mortgages, to direct selling house parties, these same script structures have proven themselves
over and over. They are not substantially different.I have worked on many B2B and B2C
campaigns with in-house teams and telecenters, even written scripts for incoming calls for some
popular infomercials I would be ashamed to admit to. The core principles of how to achieve a
business result using the phone are remarkably constant across all those environments.Those
in B2B environments that think they have nothing to learn from the B2C world, or vice versa, are
sadly mistaken. It’s all about effective communication in an environment where seconds count,
every word matters and people’s automatic reflex is to “just say no.”For more script tips, samples
and updates visitCHAPTER 3Magic Scripts.Those who believe there are "magic scripts" floating
about which, if captured and repeated, could turn on a faucet of sales appointments and
qualified opportunities that would result in untold sales commissions and new accounts -- are
walking among the clueless.Why?Three reasons.First, sales scripts are important, yes. But good
sales scripts are NEVER the only reason sales prospecting is successful. You must work a total
process to be consistently successful at sales prospecting. Your sales scripts are at maximum
25% - 30% of that process. Without the rest of the process, your scripts are worth nothing."Good
scripts" only help you if you are talking to enough of the "right people" at the right time. It is your
overall process that will consistently deliver up those interactions.What good is it to have a
decent script if you are not talking to anybody worthwhile?Own What You SaySecond, scripts
that sell are specific to you and they emerge from a script creation process which enables you to
truly own what you say.Your company.Your personal experience.Your strengths.Your region.Your
competitive environment.Your business priorities.Your points of competitive advantage.Example:
I do a lot of work for some major franchise companies. Franchisee to franchisee there can be
variations in the scripts that work. Those variations typically emphasize strengths, experiences
and business priorities of the individual master franchisee. Not all the winning scripts are exactly
the same.Example: Among companies that have many top producers, the scripts that work are
not exactly alike. They tend to have similar components and structures, but they are not exactly
alike with every salesperson. Again, there is room for variation based upon individual strengths
and business objectives.So, scripts that work are specific to you.They are also the result of a
script creation process that enables the caller, the salesperson, to own the words. You must own
the words to deliver them with confidence and conviction.To own the words you must have either
gone through the script creation process outlined in this primer, or you must understand the
component parts, the word choices within those component parts and the structure of a winning
script to understand why a winning script works.You need a few "ah ha" moments during the
script creation process as to:• Component parts of a script that sells.• Your word and phrase



choices within each component part.• The structure of a good script.If you try to write a script
and don't grasp the above, your script will be weak. If you try to deliver a script and don't grasp
the above, you won't own the script. You won't deliver it with confidence and you will constantly
try to deviate from it.Adapt, Evolve, RewriteThird, scripts evolve.Even when you follow this
process to create a solid initial script, it will change. It is normal and expected for a script to be
massaged and modified about 6 times before you determine you have it right.That's right.
Expect to modify your script 6 times before it reaches final form.Now let's get into the actual
preparation steps of writing "good scripts" that sell the typical first step (a meeting face-to-face,
by phone, or attendance at a webinar or event) in many sales processes.But first a few
caveats...There is a difference between a high-level and lower-level sales environment.When I
refer to scripts having some degree of flexibility I am referring much more to a high-level sales
environment than I am a lower-level sales environment.A high-level sales environment is
typically higher investment, more risk, multiple steps, has multiple decision makers and a long
sales cycle. A lower-level sales environment is typically more activity oriented. Stack ‘em high,
make ‘em fly. Buy now. Next! Usually a smaller investment, less at stake, one decision maker,
short cycle type sale.Lower-level high volume sales environments tend to be more scripted, and
they should be. What works tends to be proven over time by tracking and statistics. Plus, the skill
sets of callers don't typically allow for flexibility.In a lower-level environment, stick to the
script.Even in high-level environments, you have less flexibility up front.It makes sense that in
high-level environments, where there are more variables and nuances, that there should be
more flexibility in sales scripts.True, but there is less flexibility in the front of the script path than
there is in the middle or toward the end of the script path.What do I mean?Let’s take a 30
second script calculated to set an appointment. That will usually be about a 2 1/2 to 3 minute
conversation. The deeper into that conversation you go the more flexibility you have for
massaging and variation.But the first 30 seconds. Sorry. Even in high-level sales environments
you have virtually no room for adjustments.Scripts are just preparation.Frankly, I don't
understand people who refuse to write down and then use telephone sales scripts.It is
incomprehensible to me that people would march into an environment where failure is the norm,
where seconds count, where every word matters... and not be prepared.That is what writing
scripts is all about. Preparation. You identify repetitive scenarios, anticipate common responses,
brainstorm all your possible word choices and select the words most likely to achieve your
business objective.Preparation. So that when you hear “hello?” you drastically increase the odds
of achieving your business objective.Few are so smart, or so personable....Sorry, but those of
you who refuse to write down the words most calculated to achieve your business objectives in
repetitive situations, because you don't want to sound "scripted." You are letting a lot of money
slip through your fingers."Sounding scripted" and using scripts are 2 totally different things. One
has nothing to do with the other.Do you really think that you are so witty, your personality so
enchanting, your Hal 9000 intellect so superior that you can process each situation second by
second and magically pull out of the air just the right things to say that accomplish your business



objective?Are you out of your mind? If you had the ability to magically anticipate the behavior of
each individual who picked up the phone you wouldn’t be prospecting.It is much more likely that
your naturally inspired verbiage waters down your value proposition and meanders like smoke to
the ceiling. You choose words with less impact and squander time.Sales prospecting on the
phone does not have to turn you into a robot.There is room for flexibility.Top producers will vary
their approach.Among high producing sales teams there will be variations in scripts.But... but...
but...The similarities among all of those winning scripts are many.It is not the differences that
make all of them work. It is the similarities.Whether you are setting an appointment, qualifying an
opportunity, generating a lead, closing a sale, or building attendance to an event……there are
reasons why good scripts tend to work and lousy scripts predict a macaroni and cheese diet.For
more script tips, samples and updates visitCHAPTER 4Commonalities to Scripts That
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dissect a script.• Don't let them lump you in with the idiots.Chapter 11. Your "Voice Mail" Script.•
Fingers hovering over delete.• Your interruptive statement.• What you never say up front.Chapter
12. Scripts to Respond to Objections.• 6 concepts you must grasp.• Why people don't meet with
you.• When in doubt speak in a clear firm voice.Chapter 13. Objection Response Scripts.• "We
are all set" or variation.• "Send some information." Are you a wimp?• All the rest.Chapter 14.
Phrases of Shame.• Snatching defeat from jaws of victory.• The "follow-up" blunder.• Never say
these words.Chapter 15. Key Scripting Strategies and Concepts.• They want to buy is only one
reason to meet. Know the others and leverage them.• Do not try to convince them.• Think
"groups."Chapter 16. Sample Scripts and Component Parts.• "Identify the decision-maker"
samples.• Core "Set the appointment" samples.• Describing what you do.• Sample credibility
statements.• Sample benefit statements.• Phrasing what they get at the meeting.• Sample
voicemails.• Total script path samples.SummaryResourcesAbout the AuthorTable of
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say.Chapter 9. Your "Identify the Decision-Maker Script.• There must be no doubt as to this.• Is
your name necessary?• 3 bits of info you must get.• Do not impale yourself.Chapter 10. Your
"Set the Meeting" Script.• You are interrupting. Get over it.• 3 seconds to a key decision.• Let's
dissect a script.• Don't let them lump you in with the idiots.Chapter 11. Your "Voice Mail" Script.•
Fingers hovering over delete.• Your interruptive statement.• What you never say up front.Chapter
12. Scripts to Respond to Objections.• 6 concepts you must grasp.• Why people don't meet with
you.• When in doubt speak in a clear firm voice.Chapter 13. Objection Response Scripts.• "We
are all set" or variation.• "Send some information." Are you a wimp?• All the rest.Chapter 14.
Phrases of Shame.• Snatching defeat from jaws of victory.• The "follow-up" blunder.• Never say
these words.Chapter 15. Key Scripting Strategies and Concepts.• They want to buy is only one
reason to meet. Know the others and leverage them.• Do not try to convince them.• Think
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knowledge, but the magic of being able to lead others to top performance. During the writing of
this book, he passed on some of that magic to me and for that I am very grateful.A big thank to
my editor, Gail Giammatto and Ellyn Olsen for cover design and book production.IntroductionIt’s
not unusual to spend hours laboring over the wording of a 30-second “set the appointment”
script. Hours.It can take that long to craft verbiage that makes buyers choke on the words “I’m all
set” and want to listen to you more. A little more on the phone. Much more at a face-to-face
meeting, a phone appointment, a webinar, an event.To have impact, the type of impact that
launches a sales process with a qualified buyer, you have to accept reality.Before I started
teaching others to set sales appointments I personally smiled and dialed my way to setting more
than 2,000 C-Level sales appointments in many diverse industries.Those appointments were set
not because I did what I wanted, or what I was comfortable with, or what I wished would
work.Those appointments were set because I did what worked. Period. Regardless of my
personal comfort .Qualified leads are the life blood of high earnings and top performing teams.
Many high earners and top performing teams use the phone effectively to get in front of high-
probability high-worth buyers. The process is frustrating and a mystery to most but this is not
rocket science.Many use the phone effectively to set appointments with prospects, current and
past clients, and referral sources. You can also.These are the steps to creating scripts with
impact. You have plenty of script samples and component examples to guide you.Smile when
you dial,Scott ChannellIntroductionIt’s not unusual to spend hours laboring over the wording of a
30-second “set the appointment” script. Hours.It can take that long to craft verbiage that makes
buyers choke on the words “I’m all set” and want to listen to you more. A little more on the phone.
Much more at a face-to-face meeting, a phone appointment, a webinar, an event.To have
impact, the type of impact that launches a sales process with a qualified buyer, you have to
accept reality.Before I started teaching others to set sales appointments I personally smiled and
dialed my way to setting more than 2,000 C-Level sales appointments in many diverse
industries.Those appointments were set not because I did what I wanted, or what I was
comfortable with, or what I wished would work.Those appointments were set because I did what
worked. Period. Regardless of my personal comfort .Qualified leads are the life blood of high
earnings and top performing teams. Many high earners and top performing teams use the phone
effectively to get in front of high-probability high-worth buyers. The process is frustrating and a
mystery to most but this is not rocket science.Many use the phone effectively to set
appointments with prospects, current and past clients, and referral sources. You can also.These
are the steps to creating scripts with impact. You have plenty of script samples and component
examples to guide you.Smile when you dial,Scott ChannellCHAPTER 1Communicating an
“Exchange of Value.”Sales scripts.Sales scripts that connect you to qualified buyers.Sales
scripts that convey your credibility and value.Sales scripts that result in targeted high-value, high-
probability buyers saying, “Yes, I will meet with you.” Or, “Let’s schedule that phone
appointment,” “I’ll attend your webinar,” or “I’ll see you at the event.”Magic words that when
uttered transform into closed deals without all that bother of selling.Scripts that you could just



start using to instantly turbo-charge your sales process.Wish such things existed.But they
don’t.More New Business.Reactivate dormant accounts.Sell more to current accounts.Close
those referred.Get more referrals from those who can send them.The script samples in this
primer are illustrative of how you sell what is typically the “first step” of a higher level sales
process. A meeting. That meeting might be in-person, over the phone, participation in a webinar
or attendance at an event.The bigger picture is that you are obtaining a commitment for an
exchange of value. Their time, your information and expertise. This is the official launch of a
sales process calculated to close deals.Sell more meetings; you have more opportunities to
close deals. It’s that simple.Too few meetings… you’ll find the Ramen in aisle 4.This script
writing process and these script structures will help you achieve the following:• Meet with more
top-level decision makers who can write checks.• Sell more to existing accounts.• Reactivate
dormant or previous clients/accounts.• Meet with those that have been referred to you.• Connect
with those who could refer qualified buyers to you.The bottom line is that in each of these
circumstances you greatly increase the chance of closing a deal if you can meet with someone
now, rather than later.Those that think of prospecting as solely about closing new business with
strangers think too narrowly.The same skill set and mindset that gets you in the door at the top
level of targeted qualified prospects will enable you to sell more to current clients, previous
accounts, those that are referred to you and generate more referrals.For more script tips,
samples and updates visit_______________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________CHAPTER
1Communicating an “Exchange of Value.”Sales scripts.Sales scripts that connect you to
qualified buyers.Sales scripts that convey your credibility and value.Sales scripts that result in
targeted high-value, high-probability buyers saying, “Yes, I will meet with you.” Or, “Let’s
schedule that phone appointment,” “I’ll attend your webinar,” or “I’ll see you at the event.”Magic
words that when uttered transform into closed deals without all that bother of selling.Scripts that
you could just start using to instantly turbo-charge your sales process.Wish such things
existed.But they don’t.More New Business.Reactivate dormant accounts.Sell more to current
accounts.Close those referred.Get more referrals from those who can send them.The script
samples in this primer are illustrative of how you sell what is typically the “first step” of a higher
level sales process. A meeting. That meeting might be in-person, over the phone, participation in
a webinar or attendance at an event.The bigger picture is that you are obtaining a commitment
for an exchange of value. Their time, your information and expertise. This is the official launch of
a sales process calculated to close deals.Sell more meetings; you have more opportunities to
close deals. It’s that simple.Too few meetings… you’ll find the Ramen in aisle 4.This script
writing process and these script structures will help you achieve the following:• Meet with more
top-level decision makers who can write checks.• Sell more to existing accounts.• Reactivate
dormant or previous clients/accounts.• Meet with those that have been referred to you.• Connect
with those who could refer qualified buyers to you.The bottom line is that in each of these
circumstances you greatly increase the chance of closing a deal if you can meet with someone



now, rather than later.Those that think of prospecting as solely about closing new business with
strangers think too narrowly.The same skill set and mindset that gets you in the door at the top
level of targeted qualified prospects will enable you to sell more to current clients, previous
accounts, those that are referred to you and generate more referrals.For more script tips,
samples and updates visit_______________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________CHAPTER
2B2B vs B2C.Does it matter?Not really.Again, this primer will use a B2B environment for
illustration and script samples. But the same structures and concepts work in many B2C
environments.In fact, my very first “appointment setting” project, in the early 90’s, was with a 30
seat telecenter that set appointments for a B2C home heating oil company throughout New
England. That center is where I cut my teeth in appointment setting. They ended up setting more
appointments in the slow time of year than they had previously in their busy time of year.From
there I went to an employee relocation company that needed to meet with CEO’s/Presidents/
Executive level VP’s of companies with more than 1,000 employees. They could close when they
could get in the door. They just had to open more doors. Four expert consultants before me had
tried and failed to set appointments for this company.One exceptional consultant had the bright
idea of creating a Hawaiian room. They spread sand around the phone room and employees
took turns calling for appointments and competing for a Hawaiian vacation. That didn’t work.
Surprise.Working a process of trial and error and error and error, I created a call process with
scripts that ended up setting more than 500 qualified appointments for that company.After that
project I worked in many environments and went on to personally set more than 2,000 C-level
sales appointments in diverse industries. Sitting in the cube, making the calls, not always smiling
when I was dialing.My point? The principles of success and script structures used to set
appointments for a B2C home heating oil company were the same principles and structures that
yielded setting 500 appointments in a B2B high-level, big company major-sales
environment.The same script structures worked across many diverse B2B call programs.
Information technology, consulting, manufacturing, management services, publishing,
communications, educational equipment, cleaning services, financial services, wealth
management, logistics, insurance, software: The script structures that worked were remarkably
similar.Financial services, wealth management and insurance products blur the lines between
B2B and B2C. But in each environment it is the same script structures which get you in the
door.Strictly B2C environments? From home security systems to home repair, mortgages, to
direct selling house parties, these same script structures have proven themselves over and over.
They are not substantially different.I have worked on many B2B and B2C campaigns with in-
house teams and telecenters, even written scripts for incoming calls for some popular
infomercials I would be ashamed to admit to. The core principles of how to achieve a business
result using the phone are remarkably constant across all those environments.Those in B2B
environments that think they have nothing to learn from the B2C world, or vice versa, are sadly
mistaken. It’s all about effective communication in an environment where seconds count, every



word matters and people’s automatic reflex is to “just say no.”For more script tips, samples and
updates visitCHAPTER 2B2B vs B2C.Does it matter?Not really.Again, this primer will use a B2B
environment for illustration and script samples. But the same structures and concepts work in
many B2C environments.In fact, my very first “appointment setting” project, in the early 90’s, was
with a 30 seat telecenter that set appointments for a B2C home heating oil company throughout
New England. That center is where I cut my teeth in appointment setting. They ended up setting
more appointments in the slow time of year than they had previously in their busy time of
year.From there I went to an employee relocation company that needed to meet with CEO’s/
Presidents/ Executive level VP’s of companies with more than 1,000 employees. They could
close when they could get in the door. They just had to open more doors. Four expert
consultants before me had tried and failed to set appointments for this company.One
exceptional consultant had the bright idea of creating a Hawaiian room. They spread sand
around the phone room and employees took turns calling for appointments and competing for a
Hawaiian vacation. That didn’t work. Surprise.Working a process of trial and error and error and
error, I created a call process with scripts that ended up setting more than 500 qualified
appointments for that company.After that project I worked in many environments and went on to
personally set more than 2,000 C-level sales appointments in diverse industries. Sitting in the
cube, making the calls, not always smiling when I was dialing.My point? The principles of
success and script structures used to set appointments for a B2C home heating oil company
were the same principles and structures that yielded setting 500 appointments in a B2B high-
level, big company major-sales environment.The same script structures worked across many
diverse B2B call programs. Information technology, consulting, manufacturing, management
services, publishing, communications, educational equipment, cleaning services, financial
services, wealth management, logistics, insurance, software: The script structures that worked
were remarkably similar.Financial services, wealth management and insurance products blur the
lines between B2B and B2C. But in each environment it is the same script structures which get
you in the door.Strictly B2C environments? From home security systems to home repair,
mortgages, to direct selling house parties, these same script structures have proven themselves
over and over. They are not substantially different.I have worked on many B2B and B2C
campaigns with in-house teams and telecenters, even written scripts for incoming calls for some
popular infomercials I would be ashamed to admit to. The core principles of how to achieve a
business result using the phone are remarkably constant across all those environments.Those
in B2B environments that think they have nothing to learn from the B2C world, or vice versa, are
sadly mistaken. It’s all about effective communication in an environment where seconds count,
every word matters and people’s automatic reflex is to “just say no.”For more script tips, samples
and updates visitCHAPTER 3Magic Scripts.Those who believe there are "magic scripts" floating
about which, if captured and repeated, could turn on a faucet of sales appointments and
qualified opportunities that would result in untold sales commissions and new accounts -- are
walking among the clueless.Why?Three reasons.First, sales scripts are important, yes. But good



sales scripts are NEVER the only reason sales prospecting is successful. You must work a total
process to be consistently successful at sales prospecting. Your sales scripts are at maximum
25% - 30% of that process. Without the rest of the process, your scripts are worth nothing."Good
scripts" only help you if you are talking to enough of the "right people" at the right time. It is your
overall process that will consistently deliver up those interactions.What good is it to have a
decent script if you are not talking to anybody worthwhile?Own What You SaySecond, scripts
that sell are specific to you and they emerge from a script creation process which enables you to
truly own what you say.Your company.Your personal experience.Your strengths.Your region.Your
competitive environment.Your business priorities.Your points of competitive advantage.Example:
I do a lot of work for some major franchise companies. Franchisee to franchisee there can be
variations in the scripts that work. Those variations typically emphasize strengths, experiences
and business priorities of the individual master franchisee. Not all the winning scripts are exactly
the same.Example: Among companies that have many top producers, the scripts that work are
not exactly alike. They tend to have similar components and structures, but they are not exactly
alike with every salesperson. Again, there is room for variation based upon individual strengths
and business objectives.So, scripts that work are specific to you.They are also the result of a
script creation process that enables the caller, the salesperson, to own the words. You must own
the words to deliver them with confidence and conviction.To own the words you must have either
gone through the script creation process outlined in this primer, or you must understand the
component parts, the word choices within those component parts and the structure of a winning
script to understand why a winning script works.You need a few "ah ha" moments during the
script creation process as to:• Component parts of a script that sells.• Your word and phrase
choices within each component part.• The structure of a good script.If you try to write a script
and don't grasp the above, your script will be weak. If you try to deliver a script and don't grasp
the above, you won't own the script. You won't deliver it with confidence and you will constantly
try to deviate from it.Adapt, Evolve, RewriteThird, scripts evolve.Even when you follow this
process to create a solid initial script, it will change. It is normal and expected for a script to be
massaged and modified about 6 times before you determine you have it right.That's right.
Expect to modify your script 6 times before it reaches final form.Now let's get into the actual
preparation steps of writing "good scripts" that sell the typical first step (a meeting face-to-face,
by phone, or attendance at a webinar or event) in many sales processes.But first a few
caveats...There is a difference between a high-level and lower-level sales environment.When I
refer to scripts having some degree of flexibility I am referring much more to a high-level sales
environment than I am a lower-level sales environment.A high-level sales environment is
typically higher investment, more risk, multiple steps, has multiple decision makers and a long
sales cycle. A lower-level sales environment is typically more activity oriented. Stack ‘em high,
make ‘em fly. Buy now. Next! Usually a smaller investment, less at stake, one decision maker,
short cycle type sale.Lower-level high volume sales environments tend to be more scripted, and
they should be. What works tends to be proven over time by tracking and statistics. Plus, the skill



sets of callers don't typically allow for flexibility.In a lower-level environment, stick to the
script.Even in high-level environments, you have less flexibility up front.It makes sense that in
high-level environments, where there are more variables and nuances, that there should be
more flexibility in sales scripts.True, but there is less flexibility in the front of the script path than
there is in the middle or toward the end of the script path.What do I mean?Let’s take a 30
second script calculated to set an appointment. That will usually be about a 2 1/2 to 3 minute
conversation. The deeper into that conversation you go the more flexibility you have for
massaging and variation.But the first 30 seconds. Sorry. Even in high-level sales environments
you have virtually no room for adjustments.Scripts are just preparation.Frankly, I don't
understand people who refuse to write down and then use telephone sales scripts.It is
incomprehensible to me that people would march into an environment where failure is the norm,
where seconds count, where every word matters... and not be prepared.That is what writing
scripts is all about. Preparation. You identify repetitive scenarios, anticipate common responses,
brainstorm all your possible word choices and select the words most likely to achieve your
business objective.Preparation. So that when you hear “hello?” you drastically increase the odds
of achieving your business objective.Few are so smart, or so personable....Sorry, but those of
you who refuse to write down the words most calculated to achieve your business objectives in
repetitive situations, because you don't want to sound "scripted." You are letting a lot of money
slip through your fingers."Sounding scripted" and using scripts are 2 totally different things. One
has nothing to do with the other.Do you really think that you are so witty, your personality so
enchanting, your Hal 9000 intellect so superior that you can process each situation second by
second and magically pull out of the air just the right things to say that accomplish your business
objective?Are you out of your mind? If you had the ability to magically anticipate the behavior of
each individual who picked up the phone you wouldn’t be prospecting.It is much more likely that
your naturally inspired verbiage waters down your value proposition and meanders like smoke to
the ceiling. You choose words with less impact and squander time.Sales prospecting on the
phone does not have to turn you into a robot.There is room for flexibility.Top producers will vary
their approach.Among high producing sales teams there will be variations in scripts.But... but...
but...The similarities among all of those winning scripts are many.It is not the differences that
make all of them work. It is the similarities.Whether you are setting an appointment, qualifying an
opportunity, generating a lead, closing a sale, or building attendance to an event……there are
reasons why good scripts tend to work and lousy scripts predict a macaroni and cheese diet.For
more script tips, samples and updates visitCHAPTER 3Magic Scripts.Those who believe there
are "magic scripts" floating about which, if captured and repeated, could turn on a faucet of
sales appointments and qualified opportunities that would result in untold sales commissions
and new accounts -- are walking among the clueless.Why?Three reasons.First, sales scripts are
important, yes. But good sales scripts are NEVER the only reason sales prospecting is
successful. You must work a total process to be consistently successful at sales prospecting.
Your sales scripts are at maximum 25% - 30% of that process. Without the rest of the process,



your scripts are worth nothing."Good scripts" only help you if you are talking to enough of the
"right people" at the right time. It is your overall process that will consistently deliver up those
interactions.What good is it to have a decent script if you are not talking to anybody worthwhile?
Own What You SaySecond, scripts that sell are specific to you and they emerge from a script
creation process which enables you to truly own what you say.Your company.Your personal
experience.Your strengths.Your region.Your competitive environment.Your business
priorities.Your points of competitive advantage.Example: I do a lot of work for some major
franchise companies. Franchisee to franchisee there can be variations in the scripts that work.
Those variations typically emphasize strengths, experiences and business priorities of the
individual master franchisee. Not all the winning scripts are exactly the same.Example: Among
companies that have many top producers, the scripts that work are not exactly alike. They tend
to have similar components and structures, but they are not exactly alike with every salesperson.
Again, there is room for variation based upon individual strengths and business objectives.So,
scripts that work are specific to you.They are also the result of a script creation process that
enables the caller, the salesperson, to own the words. You must own the words to deliver them
with confidence and conviction.To own the words you must have either gone through the script
creation process outlined in this primer, or you must understand the component parts, the word
choices within those component parts and the structure of a winning script to understand why a
winning script works.You need a few "ah ha" moments during the script creation process as to:•
Component parts of a script that sells.• Your word and phrase choices within each component
part.• The structure of a good script.If you try to write a script and don't grasp the above, your
script will be weak. If you try to deliver a script and don't grasp the above, you won't own the
script. You won't deliver it with confidence and you will constantly try to deviate from it.Adapt,
Evolve, RewriteThird, scripts evolve.Even when you follow this process to create a solid initial
script, it will change. It is normal and expected for a script to be massaged and modified about 6
times before you determine you have it right.That's right. Expect to modify your script 6 times
before it reaches final form.Now let's get into the actual preparation steps of writing "good
scripts" that sell the typical first step (a meeting face-to-face, by phone, or attendance at a
webinar or event) in many sales processes.But first a few caveats...There is a difference
between a high-level and lower-level sales environment.When I refer to scripts having some
degree of flexibility I am referring much more to a high-level sales environment than I am a lower-
level sales environment.A high-level sales environment is typically higher investment, more risk,
multiple steps, has multiple decision makers and a long sales cycle. A lower-level sales
environment is typically more activity oriented. Stack ‘em high, make ‘em fly. Buy now. Next!
Usually a smaller investment, less at stake, one decision maker, short cycle type sale.Lower-
level high volume sales environments tend to be more scripted, and they should be. What works
tends to be proven over time by tracking and statistics. Plus, the skill sets of callers don't
typically allow for flexibility.In a lower-level environment, stick to the script.Even in high-level
environments, you have less flexibility up front.It makes sense that in high-level environments,



where there are more variables and nuances, that there should be more flexibility in sales
scripts.True, but there is less flexibility in the front of the script path than there is in the middle or
toward the end of the script path.What do I mean?Let’s take a 30 second script calculated to set
an appointment. That will usually be about a 2 1/2 to 3 minute conversation. The deeper into that
conversation you go the more flexibility you have for massaging and variation.But the first 30
seconds. Sorry. Even in high-level sales environments you have virtually no room for
adjustments.Scripts are just preparation.Frankly, I don't understand people who refuse to write
down and then use telephone sales scripts.It is incomprehensible to me that people would
march into an environment where failure is the norm, where seconds count, where every word
matters... and not be prepared.That is what writing scripts is all about. Preparation. You identify
repetitive scenarios, anticipate common responses, brainstorm all your possible word choices
and select the words most likely to achieve your business objective.Preparation. So that when
you hear “hello?” you drastically increase the odds of achieving your business objective.Few are
so smart, or so personable....Sorry, but those of you who refuse to write down the words most
calculated to achieve your business objectives in repetitive situations, because you don't want to
sound "scripted." You are letting a lot of money slip through your fingers."Sounding scripted" and
using scripts are 2 totally different things. One has nothing to do with the other.Do you really
think that you are so witty, your personality so enchanting, your Hal 9000 intellect so superior
that you can process each situation second by second and magically pull out of the air just the
right things to say that accomplish your business objective?Are you out of your mind? If you had
the ability to magically anticipate the behavior of each individual who picked up the phone you
wouldn’t be prospecting.It is much more likely that your naturally inspired verbiage waters down
your value proposition and meanders like smoke to the ceiling. You choose words with less
impact and squander time.Sales prospecting on the phone does not have to turn you into a
robot.There is room for flexibility.Top producers will vary their approach.Among high producing
sales teams there will be variations in scripts.But... but... but...The similarities among all of those
winning scripts are many.It is not the differences that make all of them work. It is the
similarities.Whether you are setting an appointment, qualifying an opportunity, generating a lead,
closing a sale, or building attendance to an event……there are reasons why good scripts tend to
work and lousy scripts predict a macaroni and cheese diet.For more script tips, samples and
updates visitCHAPTER 4Commonalities to Scripts That Work.Time
limitations.Structure.Component parts.Clarity.CHAPTER 4Commonalities to Scripts That
Work.Time limitations.Structure.Component parts.Clarity.
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Ebook Library Reader, “A solid 'how to' book - no motivational filler fluff here.. UPDATE: After
reading more books and working in the field, I feel I need to add some updated critique..It's
important to note that this book is geared towards "low-hanging fruit sales" (the easy stuff):
calling 100 people in a day and setting maybe 3 appointments - all of whom are likely 'buyers in
heat' - they need your product and know it - and that's this books core issue. This method
ensures you'll be letting a lot of buyers slip threw your fingers - the "high hanging fruit" - people
who need your product, can buy it, but are not aware they need it - selling to that group is how
you smash sales records. The author says he's set over 2000 executive meetings, but he leaves
out the total number called... a rather important fact to omit. All that being said - if you have
thousands of leads to work with and want to get sales moving fast, this is worth the read. If you're
in a tighter situation, maybe you have only hundreds or less to call, or your fine with working a list
of leads at a slower pace and closing far more of them; I'd seriously steer clear of this approach.
You need to go for the Art Sobczak book "Smart Calling". I generally consider it a better book all
around, but it is a different animal with a different end goal. Art's approach requires mastery.
Channell's approach is workable in a call center with lower skilled guys pounding out
calls.----------------Original Review:I really enjoyed this take on setting B2B sales appointments
because it makes it very clear that when you call to set the appointment, you hold back on the
details - many people cold call their way into an unplanned sale's meeting on the phone. For
consumer goods, this can work, and you can in fact close - ask any door to door salesman - it is
possible. B2B products with big ticket prices and extensive relationships - not so much. You
gotta sell that in person at some point, especially if your fighting off an entrenched vendor or
internal resource, because much of what your offering is in fact yourself. I think the only area
where I really disagreed was on alternate of choice closes - he really slams them, and his reason
is a solid reason, but there is a lack of true understanding of why 'Does Thursday or
Wednesday?' not always work well. He points out that your offering two days, they might be busy
both days, so there goes that close! The reality is that it *does* work, if you cover all bases in the
format. For example: "Does Monday or another day work better?" or "What time is best to meet?
Mornings or Afternoons?" - See what that does? You get the power of the alternate choice
question, but kill off the possibility that your options are ones they can't or don't wont to pick. If
you have only two options, then give both. It's that simple. People just screw this one up on *non-
binary choices*.The section on information gathering is pure gold - many people try to do
appointment setting in one go. This book opens people up to the idea that you can have a 'multi-
call' system for setting appointments in a more effective manner.Last, but not least, the book is
all 'how to' and zero motivational fluff. Worth the price.”

Bose Reader Care, “The book gave me inspiration and new insights. So, i'm a salesdirector and I
like to think I am pretty good at doing sales. That's when I am with the customer. The big issue



for me is to get at the table with the customer. So, I need to become friends with my phone. The
good thing about this book is this: it is very straight forward and does not leave any room for
discussion: you need to call, call, call. Don't waste time on to much research for the first step in
your salescycle. You are not selling your product there, you try to get an appointment. I used his
script to identify the maker today for the first time. I called for one hour, got 15 names, including
email. 3 companies didn't want to share their CMO's name (how can a company like that exist?)
so I used Linkedin for that. I got no direct phone numbers although I used the scripts way of
asking it. But as it was the case with all 15 companies, it wasn't the script that was wrong, it is
how things go with these kind of customers. Anyways, I am happy with the book. Thanks Scott!”

Wncs, “Good ideas for cold calling, but.... I think that you can find good ideas for cold calling, but
the book is very brief. And it continuously sends you to the website where you can get "the rest
of it".It's not that the website is the bonus and completes the book content. It seems like this
book it's just a flyer to encite you to go to the website and get involved in the author's sales
programs... maybe then it's a bit overpriced flier.”

Chapman, “Should be a staple read for every sales team!. If you are a sales manager, or AE,
looking for increased results on the phone then look no further. This is a very well written, rated
"R" version of B2B teleprospecting. There is no fluff or theory here!!As a regional sales manager
I have applied Scott's approach and can tell you from direct experience that it works. This book
is a practical "how to" manual for professionals looking for a holistic and proven system to set
meetings, in the right companies, with the right contacts. Professionals who use the phone to
prospect typically get a few things right. Scott brings all those and more together and then
guides the reader step by step on how to build a duplicable process.Warning: Procrastinators
need not apply. Also, readers should check their egos at the door. The author does not sugar
coat the fact that gimmicky conventional methods don't work. My team and I learned through
application of this work that the author is sharing from direct experience where there are land
mines.  Bottom line- this book is worth far more than the price for admission.”

Miro, “Extremely effective yet simple. What I loved about this book is that the author cuts the
crap and gets to the point. It respects your time. It is a lean book that guides you step by step
from picking up the phone to getting a "yes, I'm interested in a demonstration".I was so nervous
and so stressed about the prospect of selling, but after reading this book, I felt so much more
comfortable and much more powerful; as if I have been doing this for a while already, because I
learned how it works. And I think that's the point of this book--you get to learn from many years of
experience what works and what doesn't. What to do when your prospect says "Send me an
email with some information" or "Call me next week".It is frankly not a natural process to call a
CXO who is very busy and sell them something. In fact, it doesn't exactly work like that. This
book taught me the art of effective cold calling and that cold calling is the most effective way to



sell. Don't send email, call them!”

The book by Scott Channell has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 65 people have provided feedback.
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